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CORRESPONDENCE

I thank Yu‑li Huang, Yi Huang, and 
Yan‑xian Wu for their correspondence 
(Statins for primary prevention: identify‑
ing low‑risk individuals. Nat. Rev. Cardiol. 
doi:10.1038/nrcardio.2013.80‑c1)1 on my 
Review (Statins in the primary prevention 
of cardiovascular disease. Nat. Rev. Cardiol. 
doi:10.1038/nrcardio.2013.80).2 Huang and 
colleagues raise some interesting questions. 
I am glad that they agree that the use of 
statins for primary prevention in high‑risk 
individuals is undoubtedly beneficial, and 
that the use of these drugs in low‑risk indi‑
viduals is still controversial. Risk estima‑
tion was not the main topic of the Review; 
nevertheless, in their correspondence, 
Huang et al. suggest that additional risk‑
stratification options are needed to guide 
the use of statins in low‑risk individuals. 
They propose that the level of C‑reactive 
protein measured by high‑sensitivity assay 
(hs‑CRP) and the coronary artery calcium 
(CAC) score might be used to improve risk 
assessment in these individuals.

Total‑cholesterol and LDL‑cholesterol 
levels are associated with cardio vascular 
disease (CVD) risk in an independent 
and incremental manner and, therefore, 
lowering of the LDL‑cholesterol level is 
the primary objective of dyslipidaemia 
management.3 These parameters also fulfil 
all the criteria for causality. The HDL‑
cholesterol level can also contribute sub‑
stantially to risk estimation,4 whereas other 
markers of lipid risk, such as the trigly‑
ceride and lipoprotein(a) levels, and some 
other biomarkers of CVD, do not.5–8 Even 
less useful for risk estimation is the hs‑CRP 
level, which is associated with CVD risk, 
but also with death from several types of 
cancer and lung disease. The pathophysio‑
logical relevance of CRP to such a broad 
range of diseases is unclear.9 The associa‑
tion between the hs‑CRP level and CVD 
has been shown to depend considerably on 
conventional CVD risk factors and other 
markers of inflammation. A lack of both 
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specificity and a dose–effect or c ausality 
relationship exists between hs‑CRP level 
and CVD risk. Therefore, the authors of 
the latest European guidelines on CVD 
prevention recommend that the hs‑CRP 
level can be measured as a part of refined 
risk assessment only in patients with an 
unusual or moderate CVD risk profile, and 
even this recommendation is classified as 
class IIb, level of evidence B, and GRADE 
(Grading of Recommendations Assessment, 
Development and Evaluation) quality of 
evidence ‘weak’.10 Additionally, because 
of the previously mentioned short comings, 
the authors of the guidelines clearly recom‑
mend that the hs‑CRP level should not 
be measured in asymptomatic, low‑risk 
individuals or high‑risk patients to assess 
10‑year risk of CVD.

Regarding the prognostic value of the 
CAC score in asymptomatic, low‑risk indi‑
viduals, CAC assessment might be useful in 
intermediate‑risk or moderate‑risk (but not 
low‑risk) individuals, in whom the required 
intensity of risk‑factor modification, includ‑
ing statin treatment, is often uncertain.11–13 
In these individuals, a high CAC score might 
help to identify those at high risk, in whom 
intensive treatment of risk factors, includ‑
ing dyslipidaemia, might be warranted; by 
contrast, the absence of CAC would reclas‑
sify these individuals to the low‑risk group.14 
However, the percentage of moderate‑risk 
individuals that would be reclassified using 
CAC scoring remains unknown. Therefore, 
the authors of the European guidelines on 
CVD prevention recommend that CAC 
scoring should be considered for CVD risk 
assessment only in moderate‑risk individ‑
uals, and even this recommendation is 
classi fied as class IIa, level of evidence B, and 
GRADE quality of evidence ‘weak’.10
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